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Immanuel Feniscowles
Welcome - Immanuel is a church at the heart of our local community here
in Feniscowles and Pleasington. We believe that God has called us to
reflect the grace, beauty, love and peace of Jesus Christ to one another
and to our neighbours here in Feniscowles, Pleasington, Livesey and
Cherry Tree. God has blessed us with a beautiful and historic church
building and with a heritage of prayer and Christian worship. We want to
share all that God has given us, with those who want to experience more
of God’s grace and blessing in their lives - Come and Worship
Vicar: Revd David Roscoe
T: 01254 201236 M: 07506 552784 E: d.roscoe@sky.com
732 Preston Old Road, Feniscowles, Blackburn BB2 5EN
Our new web address is: Immanuelchurchfeniscowles.org
Sunday Services: 9:30am – Parish Eucharist
2nd Sunday of the month: Café Church in the Church Hall 9.00am for a
9.30am start, Coffee Croissants and a family friendly church service.
Thursdays: 7:30pm Family Communion
Everyone is welcome to have a family Baptism (Christening) at Immanuel
or to arrange to be married here - please contact the vicar to book
weddings and baptisms on:
01254 201236, text or call - 07506 552784
email on - d.roscoe@sky.com
or come along to a Service and speak to the vicar.

Safeguarding
The Parish of IMMANUEL FENISCOWLES is committed to providing a safe
and creative environment for all its work, including with children and young
people and those who might be vulnerable.
Our first priority is to maintain a safe setting as the context for all our work
and then work within procedures which will endeavour to keep us all safe
from harm.
To see all of our safeguarding policies, procedures and contact numbers,
please click on the 'Safeguarding' tab on the left hand menu on our website
at immanuelchurchfeniscowles.org. To contact us about any safeguarding
issue please contact our parish safeguarding officer
Craig Atkinson on M: 07427 491331 or E: craig.atky@hotmail.com

Fenny Churches You Tube Channel
Immanuel and St Francis share our You Tube Channel ‘Fenny Churches’
with regular updates being posted:
Sunday Service from each Church posted weekly alternately from each Church
Regular Vicar David Sixty second Slots
A weekly Friday BCP Matins Service with short address by David
Occasional extra videos including school assembly addresses by David
Occasional Offices (Funerals, Weddings etc) by arrangement with the family
Just search for ‘Fenny Churches’ on You Tube to see all the back catalogue of
videos and regular updates every few days
While you are on please remember to subscribe (click the subscribe button in the top right
hand corner) and give us lots of ‘likes’ thumbs up sign – both strengthen our internet
presence and if you subscribe you’ll receive a notification when new videos are posted.

Vicar David Happy New Year
Snowy Slot 01/01/21

Vicar David Eucharist for
Easter Day 04/04/21

Welcome to Our Services
Everyone is very welcome at Immanuel. We have a range of Services on
different days and of different styles, come along to experience more.

Sundays
9.30am - Parish Eucharist
The main service of the week which includes a full address by the vicar
on either the Bible readings or a current event or theme.
2nd Sunday of the month - Café Church in the Church Hall 9.00am for a
9.30am start, Coffee Croissants and a family friendly church service.

Thursdays
7:30pm - Family Communion
An informal child friendly Communion Service with modern language
and an all age address based around a modern language Bible story.
The Service lasts about half an hour and children are chosen to take the
collection and bring the bread and wine to the altar. Children are often also
chosen to help in the all age address too!
LOTS OF OTHER SEASONAL AND OCCASIONAL SERVICES ARE HELD
THROUGH THE YEAR - KEEP AN EYE OPEN FOR THEM BY LOOKING
AT THE WEBSITE, THE PARISH MAGAZINE OR, BETTER STILL, COME
ALONG TO ONE OF OUR REGULAR SERVICES TO FIND OUT MORE!

Immanuel, The Parish Church of
Feniscowles and Pleasington
If you would like to speak to the vicar please do not hesitate
to contact him
Revd David Roscoe
01254 201236 or 07506 552784
d.roscoe@sky.com
God Bless you and stay safe!

You can follow the vicar’s daily vlogs
on You Tube
Search ‘Fenny Churches’ or ‘Vicar David Update --/--/--‘ (date)

THE VICAR
Dear Friends
The month of January is named after the Roman god Janus, who is depicted as
having two faces. As we look back on a difficult year dominated by the pandemic,
how should we look forward to 2022 with fresh hope? The apostle Paul writes:
‘But one thing I do: forgetting what is behind and straining towards what is ahead,
I press on towards the goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenwards in Christ Jesus.’ (Philippians 3:13,14).
Firstly, to make a new start, you need to forget the things which are behind.
Paul saw himself as an athlete running for Christ and purposely not looking back.
He refused to allow his past sins and difficulties to define who he was. By God’s
grace, he no longer saw himself that way. The same can be true of ourselves, as we
confess our sins and failures to receive God’s forgiveness and new life.
Secondly, we need to focus on the things that lie ahead. The athlete is entirely
focused on winning the race and gaining the prize. Like Paul, we have to be
single-minded in making Jesus the focus of everything we do. How can we go
deeper in our prayer life and Bible reading this year? What will it mean to better
serve Christ in our workplace and neighbourhood, or family and children?
Paul looked forward to the day when he would stand before God, who would say
‘well done, good and faithful servant’. In light of all that Jesus had done for him,
Paul wanted to give his very best to Jesus. As we stand at the beginning of this New
Year, let’s ask ourselves, ‘What can I do this year that will help me bring glory and
honour to God?’
Your Friend and Vicar - David

Thank you to all who attended our joint service of nine lessons and carols for Immanuel and
St Francis on Sunday 19th December at Immanuel Church at 4pm. Thank you especially to all
who read lessons from both Churches.
The full service is permanently available to watch on our FennyChurches You Tube Channel
along with hundreds of other videos of services from both Churches, David's study and Sixty
Second Slot talks from David

WARDENS REPORT
Happy New Year to all, I hope you had a peaceful and healthy Christmas.
Once again Linda and Peter Hodkinson did a fantastic job of decorating the
Christmas trees with, I suspect a little help from Oscar, thank you once
again. It adds greatly to the church at this time of year to have lovely trees.
Despite the best laid plans, the Christmas services needed to be adjusted
at the very last minute when Vicar David started with Covid symptoms and
had to undertake a PCR test which due to the time of year took longer than
usual to come back, thankfully it was negative. A big thank you goes out to
Sue Roscoe who stood in at the Christingle and Crib service on Christmas
Eve and David Kennedy who officiated for the Christmas Day Communion
and the Scouts for providing refreshments after the Christingle service.
Across the 3 services of the Christmas weekend over 130 people attended
Immanuel.
In the lead up to Christmas our Toy Service on the 12th of December saw a
large volume of presents received for donation to those children who
would otherwise have had nothing. The 19th of December saw us join with
St Francis for an excellent well attended 9 Lessons and Carols Service,
thank you to Hilda for playing the organ and all the readers.
The reindeer hunt didn’t have as many entrants as we hoped but
congratulations to Paige Marrow who found all of them in the fastest
time. Something new can take a little time to take off but we have a basis
for growing a family friendly event which can also raise valuable funds,
thank you goes to Sandy for organising the event and those who helped
on the day.
Café Church continues to be very well attended with around 70 people
each time, all who have attended have enjoyed it. There is opportunity for
a brew, a croissant, conversation and a church service, given the restricted
last 2 years we have had, it is great to see people being able to interact with
each other socially in a church environment.
Once again Immanuel has supported charities with its annual contribution
to those less fortunate than us, this year it has been focussed on local
people in desperate need and supporting the 3 scouts who are attending
the World Jamboree.
I am wondering if anyone actually reads my articles as in the last edition,
I welcomed people to discuss finance and suggest possible advertisers
for the magazine in order that we can keep the price at £1, I have had
NOTHING. If the parishioners of Immanuel wish to continue to have a
church, then support is needed for the small number of volunteers we do
have, especially as I may well have to step away for a period of around
3 months during 2022 for personal reasons.
Phil Entwistle

Next magazine due 6th March

BISHOP JULIAN’S NEW YEAR MESSAGE 2022
I am writing this New Year Message before
Christmas, which is a real risk, because I don't
know what tomorrow or the end of the year will
bring.
Guidance and regulations are changing almost
by the hour. And to look into 2022 with any kind
of certainty would be foolish. Yes, uncertainty
and reluctance to plan is the name of the game.
In one sense, that has always been the case.
None of us quite know what is round the corner.
Accident or illness often bang on the door
unexpectedly, but the feeling of uncertainty had
been heightened by the current pandemic; with
work, health, family meetings and travel
arrangements liable to sudden change.
But this has also made us appreciate those people and things which give
certainty. It is remarkable that Her Majesty the Queen has reigned for so
long; kept so well; given continuity and stability, even in her own personal
bereavement this past year and has offered a clear Christian lead to the
nation. Long may she reign! But that is not in our hands or hers.
The established church, freedom of speech and belief, our justice system,
our NHS healthcare and welfare provision, our schools and academies, are
all part of the backbone of our culture that give that measure of security
in uncertain times.
However, I fear we have wandered from some of those anchors for a stable
society, by not resourcing them, or giving them the priority they deserve.
Those we most depend upon for our wellbeing are often the most poorly
paid and supported. Yes, the structures are there, but the environment to
attract people to take on those crucial roles is often off-putting.
So, out of the tragedy of the pandemic, I believe there is an opportunity to
reset the compass. What are we to learn and so do differently in 2022?
It's an opportunity to reset our economy, so that it and jobs and
livelihoods are based on essentials rather than luxuries and non-essentials.
We have become over reliant on industries and trade that provide
pleasure and fun, rather than the basic ingredients of life.
And the economy also has to be reset, so that it is not resting on
unsustainable and increasing debt, leaving future generations to pick up
the tab.
We have begun to reset the value we give to those who work as NHS staff,
care home workers, teachers, drivers, retailers, and manufacturers, all
without whom many of the basic ingredients of daily life come crashing to
a halt. But more needs to be done to increase the culture change.

It's also an opportunity to reset the compass on to truth telling, in our
political life, in our media. The trend to talk of ‘my truth’ and to use
deliberate diversion tactics to turn attention away from the truth never
play out well.
It's an opportunity to reset the basis for our moral and ethical decisions, in
the controversial areas of life and death and human flourishing, on how we
reach a view and on what authority that view is founded.
The start of a New Year traditionally is accompanied by resolutions to be
and do better in the year ahead.
The uncertainty engendered by the pandemic calls us to reset the
compass on how we live our lives. To focus on what really matters,
knowing none of us are here forever and by so doing, finding the One who
has made this extraordinary world and to whom we are all accountable
one day.
He is the one real certainty: Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday, today and
forever.
And that's why Christians make such a fuss about Him, as the One who
brings life in all its fullness.
Let me finish with some of the verses of a well-known traditional hymn, as
they put it far better than I ever could …
Through all the changing scenes of life
In trouble and in joy
The praises of my God shall still
My heart and tongue employ
O make but trial of His love
Experience will decide
How blest are they and only they
Who in His truth confide.
Fear Him ye saints and you will then
Have nothing else to fear,
Make you His service your delight,
Your wants shall be His care.
To Father Son and Holy Spirit,
The God whom we adore
Be glory as it was, is now
And shall be evermore.
I send my best wishes for a 2022 in which our resets deliver a better way.
Bishop Julian

IN REMEMBRANCE FOR JANUARY
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th

13th
14th
15th

16th
17th
18th

19th
20th

21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
30th
31st

2006
1994
2018
1997
2019
1989
1994
1986
1997
2005
2011
1991
2003
2021
1989
2002
2009
1995
1951
1980
1999
2013
1989
2000
2001
2011
1999
1988
2016
1975
1975
1983
2001
2011
1970
1992
1986
1995
1989
1999
2001
2013
1992
1978
1986
1993
2002
1986
1992
2018
1994
1972
1998
2006
1972
2011
2009
1997
2001
1989
2013
2014

Mary Elizabeth Leigh
Bryan Dodd Burke
Vera Watson
Anne Oldroyd
Gillian Gaskell
Myra Gleaves
Elsie Gent
Norman Ainsworth Walsh
Jack Taylor
Peggy Miller
Robert David Wilson
John G. Walton Mitchel
Pat Oldnall
Roy Alan Parker
Harry Clegg
Olive Hocking
Brenda McNamee
Walter McDermaid
Valerie Kay Pearce
Catherine Beatrice Smith
Harry Hindle
Raymond Matthews
Madge Bullen
Mary Jean Lincoln
Leslie Miller
Ernest Pawson
Margaret (May) Dixon
Betsy Dixon
Pamela Mary Coulter
Simon Robert Smith
Christopher James Smith
Edith Lina
Kathleen Leyland
Isabella Hardacre
Leslie Tabiner
Bill Eastham
Jean Wishart
Albert Winchester
Elsie Whittle
George Chadwick
John Ainsworth
Elizabeth Esther Nixon
Emily Ann Shorrock
Jame Ainsworth
William Holt
Herbert Foulds
Terence W. Lord
Bert Twist
John Shaw
Jessie Hickmott
John Moreby
Eileen Shutt
Ewart Brennan
Evelyn Riding
Elizabeth A. Barrett
Bessie Barry
David Wild
Edwin Bury
Mavis Cooper
Bertha Gradwell
Sandra Gillian Taylor
Kelvin John Thomas

2011
2017

John Hastings
Michael Robbins

2011

Ronald George Ackroyd

1990
2001
1994
1996
2006

Winifred May Newport
Annie Margaret Blow
Robert Mercer
Stella Marsden
Betty Green

2003
2018

Brian Duckworth
George Leslie Brogden

2008

Donald Jones

1996
1990
2016
2012
2018
1993
2001
2004

Bob Tomlinson
James Bolton
Frances May Hill
John Charles Smith
Maureen Milligan
Margaret Jones
Peggy Harper
William Bolton

1999
1996

Elsie Parkinson
Richard Hilliard

1975
1987

Jonathon Ian Smith
Dilys Bolton

2007

Don Thurston

1985

Reginald Edgar Webb

1990
1997
1996
2000
2006

Annie Hatfield
Thomas Welding
John Clayton
Thomas Humphries
John Walker

1981

Frank Harling

2000

Doris Haworth

1987
1999

Sarah Elizabeth Livesey
Elsie Horsefield

2014
1996
2005
2007
1993
2014

Veronica Evelyn Henderson
Edie Newby
Thomas Snape
John Thomas
Jim Sherbourne
John Edgar Shankland

2016

Herbert Daniel Smart

IN REMEMBRANCE FOR FEBRUARY
1st

2nd
3rd
4th

5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

11th

12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th

19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
28th

29th

1978
2005
2011
1975
1990
1988
2014
1962
1993
1993
1994
1989
2010
1972
1980
2003
1990
1995
2011
1986
1989
1998
1990
1992
1978
1953
1990
2020
1989
2018
1957
1991
2004
1925
2001
1995
1996
2012
2001
1990
1999
1992
1997
2006
1998
1992
2001
2011
2000

Mollie Knight
Harry Ainsworth
Eunice Vose
Grace Hindle
Frank Hindle
Joseph Parker
John Edgar Shankland
Nicholas Wright
May Pearson
Peter Sargison
Ken Jones
Hilda Gill
Horace Walker
Eric Roy Duckworth
Harold Smith
Susan Stanley
Alan Shaw
Joan Haslem
Susan Mary Hargreaves
William C.D.Cooper
Elizabeth Shorrock
Stanley Hesketh
James Woodhall
Roger H. Wolstenholme
Edith Stocks
Frank Broadley MM
Winifred Wadsworth
Fred Newbury
Florence Clegg
Janet Ward
Peter Devine
Lucy Stevans
Bill Aspinall
John Ely Jepson
Pegg Green
Ethel Hunter
Denis John Webb
Dudley Moss
Bill Turner
Alexander Carus
Ellen Alison
Eric Greenhalgh
Mary Grimshaw
Gwen Littleworth
Alfred Cree
Margaret Kitchen
Margaret Sutton
Irene King
Peter Anthony Boardman
Lilly Bland

2003
2007

Ivy Lee Holding
Margaret Pawson

1987

Cyril Coulthurst

2007

Dennis Day

1987
1993
2005

Elsie Miles
Hazel Sargison
Mary Slack

2008
2018

Jean Mary Howson
George Leslie Brogden

2011
2005
1994
2000
2011
1988
2003
2012

Fred Kemp
Joan Thornton
Sidney Challenger
Geoffrey Parkinson
Frank Holroyd Kenyon
Fred Dixon
Leslie Earnshaw
May Holgate
Frederick H. Smith

2003
1990

Ada Wenham
James Masterton

1990

Ciceley Rigby

1990
1996
2011
1978
2011

Sarah Ellen Robinson
Lawson Donelon
Kathleen Jackson
David Barrett
Roland Cyril Crompton

2001
2018

Arthur Walmsley
Jessie Hickmott

1998
1999

Mary Almond
Peter Barker

2001
2015
1992
2019
2001
2003
2013

Ronald Gilman
Vera Heyes
Malcolm Yates
Vera Harwood
Jean Margaret Brown
Dorothy Crook
Mary Geyer

CENTRE SPREAD

CENTRE SPREAD

MY HEROES
In the last magazine - Advent 21 - Oscar our grandson wrote a short paragraph on
his Hero. This was based on a school lesson where they had to write about their
hero as some person they knew. This prompted me to think about my heroes,
people who had an influence on my life. When I look back, I can see that these
people have influenced my life and helped steer me away from being a drop out.
They inspired me to get up and do something with my life that might help others.
So here goes, in chronological order, my four heroes.
Hero Number 1, Joseph Whitworth. Fight and work
hard for what you believe in. Joseph Whitworth, a man
whose name will be very familiar to the older readers
with an engineering background. Every mechanical
device we own from computer hard drive to vacuum
cleaner to aeroplane will have some a connection to
the legacy Joseph Whitworth left. He was passionate
about standards and measurement. He standardised
screw threads and regardless of what country you
come from, screws and bolts are to Whitworth
methodology. However, Joseph Whitworth was an
ardent pacifist and believed that peace was worth
defending. His early years from 1803 to 1815 were
coloured by the Napoleonic Wars and the atrocious
death toll. This led him to believe that a better
equipped military could reduce such killing by ending
conflicts quickly and thus restore peace. Sadly, his solution was the Whitworth
Rifle with its rifled barrel that could shoot further and more accurately than the
enemy and thus bring the conflict to an end quickly. Today we remember the ‘Cold
War’ and the stand-off which has it roots in Joseph Whitworth’s pacifist ideals that
we have to protect peace. Perhaps the debate of right or wrong could go on
forever but his legacy has meant our children could grow up in relative peace.
Hero Number 2, Frank Hornby. Follow your ideas and dreams and don’t let time
slip through your fingers. Frank Hornby rose from being a clerk to politician for the
people of Everton, Liverpool. It is said that Frank Hornby was saddened to see his
children wasting time one rainy Sunday afternoon (been
there). He decided to go into the shed and drilled holes in
strips of metal and along with some nuts and bolts
(standardised by Mr Whitworth) gave them to his children
to make something. The wet afternoon passed without
event as his children bent and screwed bits together in
pursuance of their imagination. Frank Hornby had one of
those rare moment and realised that children need to let
out their imagination and inventiveness. From this spark
Meccano, Hornby Trains and Dinky toys were born.
Meccano has probably been responsible for more
invention and creation than any other toy and that
includes Lego. The Alex Issigonis Mini engine and gearbox
idea was evolved, using Meccano. Differential calculators
for bomb aiming – sadly another idea to restore peace and numerous time-keeping devices including the world’s
most accurate electro-mechanical clock.

Hero Number 3, Robert Hamilton Longson. Go out of your way to help others
climb the ladder of life. R H Longson, my metal work teacher from secondary
school. Robert Hamilton
Longson was ex-REME, a
Japanese POW and now my
watchful angel. My school
report from primary school
actually had the words “no
hoper”, however, RHL saw
something that change my
life. Without interfering, he
steered me in a direction
that made me feel I could do
it. He later became a
life-long friend and often
spoke of how in the 1960s
people were only interested
in those were going to be a
success. His belief that you ‘can do it’ and that it only takes the right key to unlock
the metaphorical door helped me to become a Chartered Engineer and to this day,
although semi-retired, engineering still runs in my blood.
Hero Number 4, Maggie Ebunoluwa Aderin-Pocock MBE. Despite adversity you
can reach for the skies - just work hard. When I read a brief history of this lady, I
could not help to be inspired by what she has achieved. She has achieved so much
despite what many would see as a handicap. Maggie Ebunoluwa Aderin-Pocock
MBE born of Nigerian parents in 1968 went to 13
different schools before she was 18. This was mainly
due to the fact that she is severely dyslexic – what
hope has anyone. Through effort Maggie
Aderin-Pocock achieved a degree in Physics and a
PhD in Mechanical Engineering, the first Africa
woman to receive the Gold Medal for Physics. The
list of achievements in the field of Astro-physics are
almost endless and at an interview she felt that
some of the inspiration came from the TV
programme ‘The Clangers’. However, I feel her real
legacy will be as co-presenter of the TV series ‘Sky
at Night’ where she and Prof. Chris Lintoff took
over from Sir Patrick Moore. She speaks with such
enthusiasm that I feel I could go outside and touch
the heavenly stars. She tours schools inspiring younger people to follow their
dreams (as engineers). I have heard it said that she describes herself as black,
overweight and slightly crazy. Who cares if you can get children to believe that any
ordinary person can become a scientist, well done one of Europe’s top
Astro-physicists.
That is the end of my four heroes’. If you have a hero perhaps you could drop
David our Vicar a line and share with us.
Many thank for getting this far with my heroes and may 2022 be brighter as we
find new ways to live with global pandemics.
Peter Hodkinson

Flowers for January
Altar
Memorial Desk

Flowers for February
Altar
Memorial Desk

Please pray for those who are ill:
Celia Nuttall, Margaret Greenwood, Linda Hodkinson, Alan Banks,
Marj Williams, Louise Childs, Elizabeth Hargreaves, Peter Aspinall,
Nan Goodall.
And those who have died:
David Roberts, Eddie Hayes, Denise Fletcher, Geoffrey Shaw,
James Abbott, Valerie Hardcastle, Roger Morley.

From the Registers
Baptisms:
Sunday 7th November
Sunday 14th November
Sunday 21st November
Sunday 28th November
Sunday 5th December
Sunday 12th December

George Teddy John Catlow
Esme Duck
Robin Emmett Barnard
Phoebe May Jackson
Pippa Jean McMinn
Sadie Ella Hayes

Wedding:
Saturday 18th December

Andrew Clucas and Lucy Morris

Funerals:
Wednesday 10th November
Thursday 18th November
Monday 22nd November
Tuesday 14th December

Roger Morley - 56
Valerie Hardcastle - 79
James Abbott - 81
Denise Fletcher - 60

Burial of Ashes:
Sunday 28th November

Geoffrey Shaw

A New Year’s Resolution from Micah
Will the Lord be pleased with thousands of rams, with ten thousand rivers
of olive oil? Shall I offer my firstborn for my transgression…? He has shown
you, O mortal, what is good, and what does the Lord require of you: To act
justly and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with your God. (Micah 6:7-8)
I quite like olive oil; not the Popeye character but the cooking ingredient.
Although I am not sure what I would do with even one river of oil, and I
have nowhere to put a ram.
Still, this is one of my favourite Bible passages, and it is an ideal one for
lawyers. It sums up in a very simple but helpful way what true religion
should be. That makes it a good verse to start the year. The message is
simple: God does not want empty promises or lip service, but our real
devotion, from our heart.

What does it mean for us?
Do justly - Be honest and open in our dealings with others this year. Be
dependable. We should say when things are going wrong and be appreciative when they go well. Be fair in our dealings, whether at home or at
work or in church. Keep confidences and never pass on gossip.
Love mercy - Give people the benefit of doubt, do not take advantage of
others and do not always criticise or complain. Accept apologies and
explanations where we can, and be generous.
Walk humbly - Quietly get on with things. Do not make a big show of what
we do.
Lastly, we are required to do these things. They are not options or choices
but requirements. Like many requirements in the Bible, they are simple to
understand, but not always simple to do. Happy New Year.

MONTHLY £50 DRAW
The annual payment of £12 for the above is due, please either pay in
cash and pass to Linda Moulden or Phil Entwistle or make a direct credit
to the bank, Linda can provide the details.
The start date for the year is January so please consider whether
you have friends, family etc who may support all we need from them
is £12 and contact details in case they win.
Thank you

A New Year Prayer 2022
Lord of all creation,
Lord of all the years,
Thank you for steering us through the fragmented
landscape of two pandemic-riddled years.
Here we stand at the beginning of a new year, not knowing
what lies ahead. Our only security lies in you, Lord.
Please take our hands and guide us, day by day, into
January and beyond. We will not be afraid, Lord because
you have promised never to leave us, never to forsake us.
And you keep your promises. We are safe.
2022, here we come… expectantly,
In Jesus’ name,
Amen
By Daphne Kitching

The Name Jesus
Have you ever wondered where the name ‘Jesus’
comes from?
The name Jesus is a transliteration of a name that occurs in
several languages. It is of Hebrew origin, ‘Yehosua’,
or Joshua. There is also the Hebrew-Aramaic form, ‘Yesua’.
In Greek, it became ‘Iησος’ (Iésoûs), and in Latin
it became ‘Iesus’.
The meaning of the name is ‘Yahweh delivers’ or ‘Yahweh
rescues’, or ‘Yahweh is salvation’. No wonder the angel
Gabriel in Luke (1:26-33) told Mary to name her baby Jesus:
“because He will save His people from their sins.”
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Two Easy Ways to Help and Support your Church
1)

Buy a Church Magazine which is published bi-monthly - the magazine
contains details of all services and events taking place in our church plus
our vicar’s letter to the parish and many interesting articles. If you wish
you can contribute to the magazine by either e-mailing your article to the
vicar or giving a paper copy to the warden on duty who will ensure that it
is given to the editor.

2) The 100 Club - the monthly draw with a prize of £50. For £12 per year
there is a monthly prize of £50 for one lucky number. This should be an
easy way of providing revenue for the church. 100 numbers at £12.00 per
year, £600 given back in prize money and £600 for church funds. We are
coming up to the year end so please think about taking part in this draw.

Thank You!

Immanuel Feniscowles
Vicar

Revd David Roscoe
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